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Discrimination of optical sources
by use of adaptive blind source separation theory

Ivica Kopriva and Antun Peršin

Optical systems based on rotating reticles were invented to determine the polar coordinates of a primarily
IR optical source. Such systems fail when several optical sources are present in their field of view
simultaneously. It is demonstrated experimentally that this drawback can be overcome by the appli-
cation of a blind-signal-separation algorithm on the output signals of a modified optical system. The
separation of the modified optical system responses into independent components yields modulating
functions that carry information concerning the polar coordinates of the corresponding single optical
sources. © 1999 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 000.5490, 070.6110, 230.6120, 230.6080.
1. Introduction

An optical system that uses a rotating reticle is inves-
tigated. It is used to detect and determine the posi-
tion of an object from which some form of primarily IR
energy is emitted ~see Fig. 1 where BP stands for band-
pass filter!.1,2 For convenience, the optical system
shown in Fig. 1 is called the optical tracker in this
paper. A rotating reticle, also called a modulation
disk, modulates the incidental optical flux F~l, t! and
is located in the focal plane of an optical imaging sys-
tem. Depending on the shape of the clear and the
opaque segments, the optical flux after the modulation
disk ~i.e., on the output of the photodetector! is modu-
lated in the appropriate way. Frequency modulation
~FM! is used most often, although it has been shown
hat FM is not far superior to amplitude modulation.3

It has been pointed out that such optical trackers fail
when several sources are present in their field of view
simultaneously.4 The objective of this paper is to
show that this serious limitation of optical trackers can
be overcome by the combined use of the theory of blind
source separation ~BSS! and an appropriate modifica-
ion in the optical tracker design. BSS is an existing
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technique applied here, we believe for the first time, to
reticle trackers.

In Section 2 we derive the qualitative mathematical
model of the optical tracker output signal based on Fig.
1 and also of the output signals of the modified optical
tracker ~see Fig. 5!. It is shown that the output sig-
nals are the convolved combinations of certain time-
varying impulse responses and reticle-modulating
functions. In Section 3, the foundations of BSS the-
ory are discussed. It is shown that the modulating
signals, which carry information about the polar coor-
dinates of the optical sources, can be recovered on the
basis of the observed signals, assuming only the con-
volutive model of the output signals. In Section 4 an
adaptive BSS algorithm is described in detail while in
Section 5 experimental results are presented. The
statistical-independence assumption is experimentally
verified in Section 6. Conclusions are in Section 7.

2. Derivation of the Signal Model

A fan-bladed pattern with clear and opaque seg-
ments, such as that shown in Fig. 2, is used to gen-
erate frequency-modulated flux. The deviation of
the FM signal is directly proportional to the module of
the polar coordinates ~r, w! of the optical source pro-
jection on the reticle area ~Fig. 3!, while the phase of
the FM signal is equivalent to the polar coordinate
phase. Based on Fig. 3, angle C is given by

C 5 arctan
r sin w 1 r0 sin VM t
r cos w 1 r0 cos VM t

5 arctan
D sin w 1 sin VM t
D cos w 1 cos VM t

, (1)
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where D 5 ryr0, which is the relative distance be-
tween the center of the circle with radius r0 and the
center of the reticle. The speed of the rotation of the
optical source projection around the center of the ret-
icle is given by

v~t! 5
dC

dt

5
VM~1 1 D cos VM t cos w 1 D sin VM t sin w!

1 1 D2 1 2D~cos VM t cos w 1 sin VM t sin w!
.

(2)

hen we multiply the numerator and the denomina-
or of Eq. ~2! by 1 2 D cos VMt cos w 2 D sin VMt sin

w and assume that D ,, 1 allows for deleting all terms
ssociated with the second and the third power of D,
q. ~2! becomes

v~t! 5 VM

1 2 D2~cos VM t cos w 1 sin VM t sin w!2

1 1 D~cos VM t cos w 1 sin VM t sin w!
.

(3)

When we apply the addition formula for the cosine of
the angle difference and the rule for the difference of
squares, Eq. ~3! becomes

v~t! 5 VM@1 2 D cos~VM t 2 w!#. (4)

or the reticle shown in Fig. 2 with n pairs of clear
and opaque segments the instantaneous frequency of
the source radiating flux after the reticle is given by

v̂~t! 5 v0 2 Dvm cos~VM t 2 w!, (5)

where

v0 5 nVM, Dvm 5 DnVM. (6)

Fig. 1. Optical tracker. BP, bandpass.

Fig. 2. Modulating disk with fan-bladed pattern.
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This situation is illustrated in Fig. 4. The time func-
tion with the instantaneous frequency that is based
on Eq. ~5! has the form

s~r, w, t! 5 cos@v0 t 2 b sin~VM t 2 w!#, (7)

which is the canonical representation of an FM sig-
nal.5 This waveform is actually the fundamental
term of the photodetector response to the incident
optical flux, which is illustrated in Fig. 4. The spec-
tral terms around frequencies 2v0, 3v0, . . . exist, but
the bandpass filter ~see Fig. 1! removes these
terms.1,4 Consequently the incidental optical flux at
the detector area can be described approximately as

F̂~l, t! 5 F~l, t! 3 s~r, w, t!. (8)

The fundamental frequency of the reticle, f0 5 nfM, is
frequency modulated. The deviation of the FM sig-

Fig. 3. Reticle coordinate system.

Fig. 4. Frequency-modulated signal generation principle ~taken
from Ref. 1!.
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nal, @Eq. ~7!#, i.e., the magnitude of the modulation, is
iven by

b 5
Df0

fM
5

DnfM

fM
5 Dn 5 n

r
r0

5 k 3 r, (9)

where n and r0 are design constants. The deviation
b is proportional to the radial distance of the image
from the axis of rotation. An external phase refer-
ence must be provided to extract the phase informa-
tion. By using elementary semiconductor theory,6
we can show that the current response of the p-i-n
photodiode to the incidental optical flux @Eq. ~8!# is

i~l! 5 A
ch
l

F̂~l, t!R~l!, (10)

where A is the detector sensing area, c is the speed of
light, h is Planck’s constant, R~l! is the photodiode
spectral responsivity, and l is the wavelength. We
obtain the total photocurrent by integrating Eq. ~10!
over the detector sensitivity range:

i~t! 5 Ahc *
l

R~l!F~l, t!
l

dls~r, w, t!, (11)

where F̂~l, t! is defined by Eq. ~8!. The amplifier
output signal x~t! ~see Fig. 1! is obtained by the con-
volution of the impulse response g~t! of the amplifier-
bandpass filter and the input current of the form @Eq.
~11!#:

x~t! 5 g~t! * i~t! 5 *
0

t

g~t!i~t 2 t!dt. (12)

Inserting Eq. ~11! into Eq. ~12!, we obtain

x~t! 5 Ahc *
0

t

g~t! *
l

R~l!F~l, t 2 t!

l
dls~r, w, t 2 t!dt.

(13)

Assuming that the photon flux F~l, t! is a slowly
varying function relative to s~r, w, t!, we can replace
the argument t 2 t in Eq. ~13! with t and obtain

x~t! 5 Ahc *
0

t Fg~t! *
l

R~l!F~l, t!

l
dlGs~r, w, t 2 t!dt,

(14)

that is,

x~t! 5 ĝ~t! * s~r, w, t!, (15)

where

ĝ~t! 5 g~t!Ahc *
l

R~l!F~l, t!
l

dl. (16)
When two optical sources are present simultaneously
in the optical tracker’s field of view the photon flux
after the reticle is of the form

F̂~l, t! 5 F1~l, t!s1~r, w, t! 1 F2~l, t!s2~r, w, t!, (17)

where

s1~r, w, t! 5 s~r1, w1, t!, s2~r, w, t! 5 s~r2, w2, t!, (18)

assuming that source S1 is located at ~r1, w1! and
source S2 at ~r2, w2!. Applying the same reasoning
as above, for the optical tracker output signal we
obtain

x~t! 5 g1~t! * s1~r, w, t! 1 g2~t! * s2~r, w, t!, (19)

where

g1~t! 5 Ahcg~t! *
l

R~l!F1~l, t!
l

dl,

g2~t! 5 Ahcg~t! *
l

R~l!F2~l, t!
l

dl. (20)

Equation ~19! shows that, when photodetector linear-
ity is assumed, the optical tracker output signal is the
convolved combination of the modulating functions
~that carry information about the polar coordinates of
the correspondent optical source! and the time-
varying impulse responses of the form of Eq. ~20!. It
has been shown analytically4 that an optical tracker
in such a case follows the centroid with the coordi-
nates that are functions of the effective brightness of
the two sources. In the case of two collinear sources
located at points ~r1, 0! and ~r2, 0! with equal bright-
ness, the optical tracker will see the coordinates ~e, 0!
where

e 5
1
2

~b1 1 b2!, (21)

nd b1 and b2 are the modulation magnitudes of the
modulating signals s1~r, w, t! and s2~r, w, t! and are
directly proportional to coordinates r1 and r2. The
point of this discussion is that the optical tracker fails
to determine the accurate coordinates of either of the
two sources. The design of the optical tracker is
modified to resolve this drawback ~see Fig. 5!. At
his point, the reasons for performing such modifica-
ion are not obvious. Note here that BSS theory
which will be used to solve the drawback mentioned!
equires two observed signals for the source signals to
e recovered. This theory is discussed in more detail
n Section 3. The current response of two photode-
ectors on the incidental optical flux based on Fig. 5 is

i1~t! 5 i11~t!s1~r, w, t! 1 i12~t!s2~r, w, t!,

i2~t! 5 i21~t!s1~r, w, t! 1 i22~t!s2~r, w, t!, (22)
1 March 1999 y Vol. 38, No. 7 y APPLIED OPTICS 1117
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where

i11~t! 5 A1 hc *
l

t~l!R1~l!F1~l, t!
l

dl,

i12~t! 5 A1 hc *
l

t~l!R1~l!F2~l, t!
l

dl,

i21~t! 5 A2 hc *
l

r~l!R2~l!F1~l, t!
l

dl,

i22~t! 5 A2 hc *
l

r~l!R2~l!F2~l, t!
l

dl.

Here r~l! is the beam-splitter reflection coefficient
and t~l! is the beam-splitter transmission coefficient.
The reticle-modulating functions s1~r, w, t! and s2~r, w,
t! are defined by Eqs. ~18!. Output signals x1~t! and
x2~t! are obtained by the convolution of photocurrents
i1~t! and i2~t! with impulse responses g1~t! and g2~t!,
respectively:

x1~t! 5 g1~t! * i1~t!, x2~t! 5 g2~t! * i2~t!. (23)

ssuming that photon fluxes F1~l, t! and F2~l, t! are
slowly varying function relative to modulating func-

ions s1~r, w, t! and s2~r, w, t!, the output signals are

x1~t! 5 g11~t! * s1~r, w, t! 1 g12~t! * s2~r, w, t!,

x2~t! 5 g21~t! * s1~r, w, t! 1 g22~t! * s2~r, w, t!, (24)

where the * operator indicates a temporal convolu-
tion and the impulse responses g11~t!, g12~t!, g21~t!,
nd g22~t! are

g11~t! 5 A1 hcg1~t! *
l

t~l!R1~l!F1~l, t!
l

dl,

g12~t! 5 A1 hcg1~t! *
l

t~l!R1~l!F2~l, t!
l

dl,

g21~t! 5 A2 hcg2~t! *
l

r~l!R2~l!F1~l, t!
l

dl,

g22~t! 5 A2 hcg2~t! *
l

r~l!R2~l!F2~l, t!
l

dl. (25)

Fig. 5. Modifi
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Equations ~24! and ~25! represent the mathematical
model of the modified optical tracker output signals.
It can be seen that the observed signals are the con-
volutive combination of the time-varying impulse re-
sponses given by Eqs. ~25! and the reticle-modulating
functions s1~r, w, t! and s2~r, w, t! that carry informa-
ion about the polar coordinates of the projection of
he optical sources on the reticle. The convolutive
ignal model described by Eqs. ~24! is illustrated in
ig. 6 where G11~z, k!, G12~z, k!, G21~z, k!, and G22~z,

k! are Z transforms of the corresponding impulse
responses given by Eqs. ~25! and k is the discrete time
index that implies that the impulse responses are
nonstationary. By using BSS theory it is possible to
recover source signals s1~r, w, t! and s2~r, w, t! on the
basis of observed signals x1~t! and x2~t! only. The
time-varying transfer functions G11~z, k!, G12~z, k!,
G21~z, k!, and G22~z, k! are assumed to be unknown.
In the case of three or more sources the signal model
generalization @Eqs. ~24!# and the optical tracker
modification shown in Fig. 5 are straightforward.
For discrimination between three sources, two beam
splitters and three photodetectors are necessary.

3. Interpretation of Theory Requirements for Blind
Source Separation

BSS is a fundamental problem in signal processing.
The problem is described in terms of a number of
source signals coming from different sources and a
number of receivers.7 Each receiver ~antenna, mi-
rophone, photodiode, etc.! receives a linear combina-

tion of these source signals. Neither the structure of
the linear combination nor the source signals are
known to the receivers. In this environment the
identification of the linear combinations is called the

tical tracker.

Fig. 6. Modified optical tracker signal model.
ed op
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blind identification problem and the decoupling of the
linear combinations is called the BSS problem.7 In
this paper we are considering the BSS problem.
Two cases of linear mixture are possible: scalar and
convolutive. Since in our application measured sig-
nals are a convolutive combination of the source sig-
nals @Eqs. ~24! and ~25!# the convolutive mixing case
is treated in this paper. The convolutive mixture is
mathematically described as

x 5 G * s, (26)

where G is the matrix of impulse responses. For
decoupling the convolved signals @see Eqs. ~24! and

ig. 6# the feedback-separation network shown in
ig. 7 is used. A feedback-separation network is
referred over a feed-forward network to avoid the
hitening effect.8 Decoupling filters W12~z! and

W21~z! must be adjusted so that the transfer function
Q~z! 5 W~z! 3 G~z! of the combined system is of the
form9–11

Q~z! 5 FQ11~z! 0
0 Q22~z!G (27)

or

Q~z! 5 F 0 Q12~z!
Q21~z! 0 G . (28)

In both these cases the source signals are recon-
structed to shaping filters Qij~z!. There are three fun-
damental assumptions on which all BSS algorithms
are based: the source signals are statistically inde-
pendent, the source signals are non-Gaussian, and the
mixing matrix in the model of the observed signals is
nonsingular. The question of whether these assump-
tions are fulfilled for the model of the modified optical
tracker’s output signals @given by Eqs. ~24!# are ex-
amined briefly at this point. The statistical-
independence assumption of source signals s1~r, w, t!
and s2~r, w, t! is reasonable since they are generated
by two different ~independent! optical sources. The
experimental verification of this assumption is pre-
sented in Section 6. Assuming statistical indepen-

Fig. 7. Feedback separation network.
dence, the joint probability density function f ~s! of the
vector of the source signals is

f ~s! 5 )
i51

n

fi~si!, (29)

where fi~si! is the marginal probability density func-
ion of the ith-related component. The second as-
umption, that the source signals are non-Gaussian,
or signals s1~r, w, t! and s2~r, w, t! is also fulfilled for

the following reasons. Equation ~7! shows that the
source signals are frequency-modulated signals.
These types of signals, like most communication sig-
nals, belong to the sub-Gaussian class of signal hav-
ing negative kurtosis, where kurtosis of signal x is
defined as

k~x! 5
C4 x
C2

2x
, (30)

where C4x is the fourth-order cumulant and C2x is
the second-order cumulant of signal x. The kurtosis
shows how far the signal is from the Gaussian dis-
tribution, which has kurtosis equal to zero. This is
due to the fact that random processes with Gaussian
distributions all have cumulants of the order of 3 or
more equal to zero.12–14 When the two assumptions
above hold, all BSS algorithms recover the source
signals by minimizing or maximizing certain criteria
that indirectly factorize the joint probability density
function of the recovered signals. Since the source
signals are independent by assumptions, the factor-
ization discussed actually reconstructs the source sig-
nals. A consequence of such a separation criteria is
that the separated signals in principle represent a
scaled and permuted version of the source sig-
nals.7,9,10 The third assumption is the nonsingular-
ity of the mixing matrix when the convolutive model
@Eqs. ~24!# is transformed into the frequency domain.

his transformed model can be written as

X~v! 5 G~v! 3 S~v!, (31)

where X~v! and S~v! are vectors whose components
are discrete Fourier transforms ~DFT’s! of the ob-
served and the source signals, respectively, while
G~v! is a matrix whose components are DFT’s of the
related impulse responses given by Eqs. ~25!. The
nonsingularity requirement of the mixing matrix
over some frequency region of interest is formally
expressed as

det G~v! Þ 0, @v [ @v1, v2#, (32)

where v1 and v2 are the frequencies determined by
the design of the selective amplifiers. The satisfac-
tion of condition ~32! is important since it ensures
hat we benefit from using two sensors. Otherwise
oth observed signals would deliver the same infor-
ation and one of them would be redundant. As-

uming that the optical flux F~l, t! is piecewise
stationary, at least over the time interval determined
1 March 1999 y Vol. 38, No. 7 y APPLIED OPTICS 1119
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by the length of the DFT, the DFT’s of the impulse
responses @Eqs. ~25!# can be written as

Gij~v! 5 Gi~v! 3 kij, i, j [ $1, 2%, (33)

where Gi~v! is the DFT of the related selective am-
plifier impulse responses gi~t!, while kij can be easily
dentified from Eqs. ~25!. Inequality ~32! can be re-
ritten as

1~v!G2~v!@k11k22 2 k21k12# Þ 0, @v [ @v1, v2# (34)

and is transformed into

k11k22 2 k21k12 Þ 0, (35)

since in inequality ~34! G1~v! and G2~v! represent
those frequency responses of the selective amplifiers
that are different from zero. Assuming that for the
detector spectral responsivities in Eqs. ~25! R1~l! >
R2~l! > R~l! and taking into account that r~l! 5 1 2
t~l!, inequality ~35! can be transformed into

*
l

t~l!R~l!F1~l!

l
dl *

l

R~l!F2~l!

l
dl Þ

*
l

t~l!R~l!F2~l!

l
dl *

l

R~l!F1~l!

l
dl. (36)

nequality ~36! and consequently inequality ~32! is
ulfilled when

t~l! Þ const (37)

ver the wavelength region of interest. When actual
eam-splitting devices are considered, this is usually
he case. Hence the role of the beam splitter is two-
old. It ensures, first, that both detectors see the
ptical sources in the same coordinate system and,
econd, the nonsingularity of the mixing matrix in
he frequency domain. The physical-based reason-
ng presented in this section gives a framework for
esigning and performing experiments with the mod-
fied optical tracker.

4. Blind Source Separation Algorithms

Ideally, the joint probability density function of the
vector of the source signals is factorized when all
cross-statistics between components of the signal vec-
tor are zero. Provided that non-Gaussian real scalar
processes s1~r, w, k! and s2~r, w, k! have trispectra that
re different from zero, that is,

SiSi Si Si
~v1, v2, v3! Þ 0, @v1, v2, v3 i 5 1, 2 (38)

and cross-trispectra that are equal to zero, i.e.,

SSiSj Sk Sl
~v1, v2, v3! 5 0, @v1, v2, v3

@i, j, k, l [ $1, 2% except i 5 j 5 k 5 l, (39)
120 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 38, No. 7 y 1 March 1999
it was shown in Ref. 9 that the transfer function Q~z!
of the combined system will be diagonal when the
following conditions are fulfilled:

Sy1 y1 y1 y2
~v1, v2, v3! 5 0, @v1, v2, v3,

Sy2 y2 y2 y1
~v1, v2, v3! 5 0, @v1, v2, v3. (40)

quations ~40! represent the criteria for signal sepa-
ation in the frequency domain. The equivalent cri-
eria in the time domain are

cum@y1~k!, y1~k 1 t1!, y1~k 1 t2!, y2~k 1 t3!# 5 0,

@t1, t2, t3,

cum@y2~k!, y2~k 1 t1!, y2~k 1 t2!, y1~k 1 t3!# 5 0,

@t1, t2, t3. (41)

The fourth-order cross-cumulants in Eqs. ~41! are
btained as the inverse discrete Fourier transform of
he related cross-trispectra @Eqs. ~40!#.12,13 This is

equivalent to saying that the output signals will be
separated when their mutual fourth-order statistics
is zero.9,12 Assuming that W12~z! and W21~z! are
finite impulse response filters of orders M12 and M21,
respectively, the system of equations @Eqs. ~41!# is
ransformed into the system of at least M12 1 M21

linear equations in terms of filter coefficients w12 and
21. The solution is obtained by using an iterative

algorithm that requires per iteration at least M12
2 1

M21
2 1 M12 1 M21 fourth-order sample cross-

cumulants to be estimated. Owing to the delay in-
troduced by the block-processing approach and the
huge computational complexity of this approach,
such a solution is unacceptable for the real-time sep-
aration of sources. The discrimination in optical
sources ~Fig. 6! must be a real-time process. There-
fore a real-time version of the BSS algorithms is nec-
essary. Such algorithms are given in Refs. 8 and
15–18 and are adaptive by nature. This means that
at every time sample the algorithms should deliver
instantaneous values of separated signals y1~k! and
y2~k!. The solution given in Ref. 15 is based on the
estimate–maximize algorithm, although the signal-
to-noise paradigm still dominates in the approach
presented there. In Ref. 16 the adaptive separation
is performed by minimizing the instantaneous energy
of the separator output signals, which actually deco-
rrelates the signals and does not ensure statistical
independence in the true sense. In Ref. 17 several
approaches are given, the most interesting of which
are neural-network separators based on the products
of odd nonlinear activation functions and separators
that minimize the squares of fourth-order cross-
cumulants such as given in Eq. ~41!. In Refs. 8 and
18 the separation of the convolved signals is achieved
by maximizing the entropy of a sigmoid function of
the separator output signals. Here we present a
class of adaptive blind separation algorithms for con-
volved sources based on the information-maximization
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principle. The input–output relations of the feed-
back network ~Fig. 7! are

y1~k! 5 x1~k! 2 (
i51

M12

w12~i!y2~k 2 i!,

y2~k! 5 x2~k! 2 (
i51

M21

w21~i!y1~k 2 i!. (42)

For causality reasons w12~0! and w21~0! must be
zero. It is assumed that source signals s1~r, w, k! and

2~r, w, k! have a zero mean and are statistically
independent in the sense of Eq. ~29!. It has been
shown in Ref. 18 that the maximization of the infor-
mation transfer through the sigmoid function zi 5
g~yi! also reduces the redundancy between the out-
puts of the separation network yi ~Fig. 7!. This pro-
ess is also called independent component analysis,
hich enables the network to solve the blind separa-

ion task. Mutual information between the sigmoid
utputs and inputs is defined as18

I~z, y! 5 H~z! 2 H~zyy!, (43)

where H~z! is the entropy of the sigmoid outputs,
while H~zyy! is the residual entropy in the output
that did not come from the input. Since in the BSS
scenario we have no noise ~both signals and noise are
treated equally!, the entropy H~zyy! has its lowest
possible value: It diverges to 2`.18 So the maxi-
mization of the mutual information I~zyy! is equiva-
lent to the maximization of the joint entropy H~z!
with respect to the separation filter coefficients:

max
wij I~z, y! 5

max
wij H~z!. (44)

To show why the maximization of H~z! separates
signals yi @i.e., factorizes joint probability density
function f ~y!#, the mutual information ~i.e., statistical
independence between the components zi! is ex-

ressed in a form of Kullback divergence19:

MI~z! 5 dFf ~z!, )
i51

n

fi~zi!G 5 *
2`

`

f ~z! log
f ~z!

)
i51

n

fi~zi!

dz,

(45)

where MI~z! vanishes if components zi are statisti-
cally independent; it is strictly positive otherwise.19

Based on Eq. ~45! the mutual information MI~z! can
be defined in terms of joint and marginal entropy,
H~z! and H~zi!, respectively:

MI~z! 5 2H~z! 1 (
i51

n

H~zi!, (46)
where the entropy terms are defined by

H~z! 5 2E@log f ~z!# 5 2 *
2`

`

f ~z!log f ~z!dz,

H~zi! 5 2E@log f ~zi!# 5 2 *
2`

`

f ~z!log fi~zi!dz. (47)

It follows from Eq. ~46! that

H~z! 5 (
i51

n

H~zi! 2 MI~z!. (48)

It can be seen from Eq. ~48! that the maximization
of the joint entropy H~z! actually maximizes the mar-
ginal entropy H~zi! and minimizes mutual informa-
tion MI~z!, which, owing to Eq. ~45!, leads to the
factorization of f ~z!. Since the zi terms are related
to yi terms with some invertible transformation, as,
for example, zi 5 tanh~yi!, the factorization of f ~z!
will have as a direct consequence the factorization of
f ~y!. When z 5 g~Wx! has a unique inverse, the
multivariate probability density function can be writ-
ten as18

f ~z! 5
f ~x!

uJu
, (49)

here uJu is the absolute value of the Jacobian of the
ransformation. The Jacobian is defined as the de-
erminant of the matrix of partial derivatives:

J 5 det3
]z1

]x1
· · ·

]z1

]xn

z z

]zn

]x1
· · ·

]zn

]xn

4 . (50)

Then, using Eqs. ~47! and ~49!, we can write the joint
entropy as

H~z! 5 2E@ln f ~z!# 5 E@lnuJu# 2 E@ln f ~x!#. (51)

Now the maximization of H~z! with respect to the
coefficients of the separation filters wij is equivalent
to the maximization of lnuJu since in Eq. ~51! ln f ~x!

oes not depend on wij. Hence

max
wij H~z! 5

max
wij lnuJu. (52)

or the feedback separation network shown in Fig. 7
nd described with the input–output relation @Eqs.
42!# the absolute value of the Jacobian is

uJu 5 UdetF]zi

]xi
G

ij
U 5 U]z1

]y1

]z2

]y2
U . (53)
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The adjustments of the separation-filter coefficients
are then

Dwij~k, m! 5
]H~z!

]wij~k, m!

5
] lnuJu

]wij~k, m!

5
]

]wij~k, m!
ln

]zi

]yi
,

Dwij~k, m! 5 S]zi

]yi
D21 ]

]wij~k, m! S]zi

]yi
D , (54)

where k is the discrete time index and m is the coef-
ficient index of the related separation filter. If zi is
taken to be tanh~yi!, then ]ziy]yi 5 1 2 zi

2 and Eq.
~54! become

Dwij~k, m! 5 2zi~k!yj~k 2 m!

5 2 tanh@yi~k!#yj~k 2 m!. (55)

From this the separator learning rule is

wij~k 1 1, m! 5 wij~k, m! 1 mDwij~k, m! 5 wij~k, m!

1 2m tanh~yi!yj~k 2 m!, (56)

where m in Eq. ~56! is a small positive constant also
called the adaptation gain. The learning rule, @Eq.
56!# is convergent in a statistical sense when the
ollowing condition is fulfilled20:

E@Dwij~k, m!# 5 0. (57)

ince, by assumption the source signals have zero
ean, the mean value of the expression tanh~yi!yj is

lso equal to zero and consequently

E@Dwij~k, m!# 5 2E@tanh@yi~k!#yj~k 2 m!# 5 0, (58)

Fig. 8. Relative spectral responsivity of the first optical source.
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hich proves the convergence of the learning rule
Eq. ~56!#. When tanh in Eqs. ~55! and ~58! is ex-
anded in the Taylor series, Eq. ~58! can be written as

@Dwij~k, m!# 5 EF(
l50

`

c2l11 yi
2l11~k!yj~k 2 m!G

5 (
l50

`

c2l11E@yi
2l11~k!yj~k 2 m!#. (59)

Since, at the equilibrium point E@Dwij ~k, m!# 5 0, the
utual information in Eq. ~45! will be minimal, im-

plying that the joint probability density function f ~y!
will be factorized. This can be written as

E@yi
2l11~k!yj~k 2 m!# 5 E@yi

2l11~k!#E@yj~k 2 m!#, (60)

hich is equal to zero because the yi terms are zero
mean. From Eq. ~60! it follows that

E@yi
2l11~k!yj~k 2 m!# 5 0, (61)

Fig. 9. Relative spectral responsivity of the second optical source.

Fig. 10. Ge photodetector spectral responsivity in relative units.
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meaning that the higher-order cross-moments be-
tween yi and yj are zero, i.e., signals yi and yj are
statistically independent. The significance of this
is that the entropy maximization algorithm ensures
that the separator output signals are not only non-
correlated but also statistically independent; i.e.,
their higher-order cross-correlations are zero.

5. Experimental Results

Two real-world signals were recorded at the output of
the modified optical modulator ~see Fig. 5! with a sam-
pling frequency of 100 kHz when both optical sources
were present in the modified optical tracker field of
view. The spectral responsivities expressed in rela-
tive units of the first and the second optical source are
shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. The spectral
responsivity of the Ge photodetector that was used is
shown in Fig. 10, while the beam-splitter transmission
coefficient is shown in Fig. 11. Note from Fig. 11 that
inequality ~37!, t~l! Þ const, has been fulfilled. The
power spectra of observed signals x1~t! and x2~t! are
shown in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. Information
about the position of both optical sources is present in
the recorded signals. The first optical source, with a
greater radius coordinate, generates a signal with a
deviation of ;4 kHz and occupies the spectrum from

Fig. 11. Beam-splitter transmission coefficient.

Fig. 12. Power spectrum of the first observed signal.
8 to 27.5 kHz. The second optical source, with a
maller radius, was located in the center of the modi-
ed optical tracker field of view, which corresponds to
carrier frequency of 22.5 kHz, and generates a signal
ith a deviation of ;20 Hz. The length of the re-

orded blocks of the observed signals x1~t! and x2~t! was
32,768 data samples.

It can be observed from Figs. 12 and 13 that the
signal corresponding to the second optical source
dominates in the spectrum of both measured signals.
When these signals are demodulated by a quadrature
FM demodulator, signals with 264 dB of the main
harmonic amplitudes are obtained. From Eqs. ~7!
nd ~9! the amplitude of that harmonic component is
irectly proportional to the distance of the optical
ource projection from the center of the field of view of
he modified optical tracker. When the first optical
ource was present in the tracker’s field of view alone,
he measured distance was 233.2 dB, while the sec-

ond optical source was at a distance of 264 dB. This
means that by direct demodulation of the observed
signals only the second optical source has been dis-
tinguished. The results from applying the BSS al-
gorithm based on the learning rule @Eq. ~56!# and the
separation network shown in Fig. 7 from observed
signals x1~t! and x2~t! are shown in Figs. 14 and 15.

Fig. 13. Power spectrum of the second observed signal.

Fig. 14. Power spectrum of the first recovered signal.
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As can be seen in Fig. 14 the first optical source is
distinguished. The FM demodulation of separated
signals y1~t! and y2~t! gives signals with the ampli-
tudes of the main harmonic, 235 and 264.4 dB, re-
spectively. So, when entropy-based separation is
employed, a 1.8-dB or 19% error is obtained for the
first optical source relative to the reference position.
Compared with the direct demodulation of the ob-
served signals, the BSS algorithm gives a 29-dB more
accurate estimate of the first optical source position.
This clearly justifies our approach to distinguishing
optical sources by performing blind separation of the
responses of the modified optical tracker into inde-
pendent components. Greater separation accuracy
can be expected when BSS is performed in the fre-
quency domain.21 Here, owing to the orthogonal ba-
is, faster convergence and consequently better
eparation quality is expected. The time-domain ver-
ion of the signal obtained by the FM demodulation of
he signal generated when only the first optical source
as present in the field of view of the tracker is shown

n Fig. 16. The signal obtained by the FM demodu-
ation of the separated signal y1~t! is shown in Fig. 17.

6. Verification of the Statistical-Independence
Assumption

The assumption of the statistical independence of
source signals s1~r, w, t! and s2~r, w, t! is a fundamen-
124 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 38, No. 7 y 1 March 1999
tal assumption on which the BSS theory is based. It
was therefore important to verify this hypothesis ex-
perimentally by computing the second- and fourth-
order cross-statistics between observed signals x1~t!
and x2~t! and between separated signals y1~t! and
y2~t!. The cross-statistics were computed on the last
4096 points of the related data records. This gives a
reliable estimate of the cross-statistics of separated
signals y1 and y2. The computation of the third-
order statistics has no significance since our signals
are symmetrically distributed around the dc level,
and consequently all odd-order statistics are nearly
zero. If separation is successful, y1~t! and y2~t! will
be the recovered versions of source signals s1~r, w, t!
and s2~r, w, t!. From this it follows that an analysis
of the level of statistical independence between sep-
arated signals y1~t! and y2~t! enables us to draw con-
clusions regarding the statistical independence of
source signals s1~r, w, t! and s2~r, w, t!. The cross-
correlation between observed signals x1~t! and x2~t!
was computed according to

cx1 x2
~t! 5 E@x1~t!x2~t 1 t!#, (62)

where the time lag index t was running from 2500
to 500. Figure 18 shows cx1x2

~t!. The cross-
correlation of the separated signals cy1y2

~t! was com-
uted similarly and is shown in Fig. 19. The

Fig. 17. FM demodulation of the first recovered signal.

Fig. 18. Cross-correlation between observed signals.
Fig. 15. Power spectrum of the second recovered signal.
Fig. 16. FM demodulation of the first source signal.
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extreme values of the cross-correlation are given by
cx1x2

5 0.262 and cy1y2
5 20.0067. The correlation

level obtained for cy1y2
is 39 times smaller than that

obtained for cx1x2
. We also computed three fourth-

order sample cross-cumulants c31, c22, and c13 of sig-
als x1~t!, x2~t! and y1~t!, y2~t! to check the fourth-order
tatistical independence. The fourth-order sample
ross-cumulants were computed as13,14

cxixj xk xl
~t1, t2, t3! 5 E@xi~t!xj~t 1 t1!xk~t 1 t2!xl~t 1 t3!#

2 E@xi~t!xj~t 1 t1!#E@xk~t 1 t3!

3 xl~t 1 t2!# 2 E@xi~t!xk~t 1 t2!#

3 E@xl~t 1 t1!xj~t 1 t3!#

2 E@xi~t!xl~t 1 t3!#E@xj~t 1 t2!

3 xk~t 1 t1!#, (63)

where t3 was set to zero to simplify computation
and t1 and t2 were running from 220 to 20. Based
on Eq. ~63! c31~x1, x2! is computed so that xi, xj, and
xk are replaced by x1 and xl is replaced by x2. The
values for c22~x1, x2!, c13~x1, x2!, c31~y1, y2!, c13~y1,

2!, and c22~y1, y2! are computed analogously. The
extreme values of cross-cumulants c13, c22, and c31
of observed signals x1 and x2 are 20.0533, 20.112,
and 20.1097, respectively. The extreme values of
the corresponding cross-cumulants of the separated
signals y1 and y2 are 8.545 3 1024, 3.885 3 1024,

Fig. 19. Cross-correlation between recovered signal.

Fig. 20. Fourth-order cross-cumulant C22 between observed sig-
nals.
and 4.669 3 1025. Figures 20 and 21 show cross-
cumulants c22~x1, x2! and c22~y1, y2!, respectively.
Separated signals y1~t! and y2~t! have a fourth-order
tatistical dependence level that is from 62 to 2350
imes smaller than observed signals x1~t! and x2~t!.
his confirms the assumption concerning the sta-
istical independence of the source signals. The
laim that output signals y1~t! and y2~t! will be sep-

arated when they are statistically independent is
thus also verified experimentally.

7. Conclusion

We have presented a solution in principle for the re-
duction of errors in optical trackers that see several
sources. The design of the optical tracker has been
modified by the introduction of one or more beam split-
ters and the appropriate number of photodetectors and
photoamplifiers. By combining optical modulation
theory, semiconductor photodetection theory, and lin-
ear filtering theory, we have shown that the photoam-
plifier output signals are convolved combinations of
reticle-modulating functions, which carry information
about the polar coordinates of the optical sources and
the time-varying impulse responses. It has been
demonstrated experimentally that by application of
BSS algorithms on the output signals of the modified
optical tracker it is possible ~in principle! to recover
unknown non-Gaussian source signals ~modulating
functions!, assuming that the time-varying impulse
responses are also unknown. When the source sig-
nals are recovered, the determination of the coordi-
nates of each optical source is simply a matter of
demodulation of the corresponding recovered source
signal. The assumption about the statistical inde-
pendence of the source signals was also verified exper-
imentally. By overcoming these multisource
limitations of the optical trackers, we show that such
systems may be of interest for further development.
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